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At IKEA, we recognise that we have a great responsibility and  
an opportunity to make a meaningful difference in people’s lives.  
This applies to our co-workers, our customers, people who work in  
our supply chain and the many communities where we do business.

Building on the belief that our actions should always have the best interests  
of the child in mind, we’ve focused on securing children’s rights across our 
supply chain for many years now. Our supplier Code of Conduct, IWAY, is key 
to enabling us to identify risks and developing a shared understanding with our 
suppliers about the importance of children’s rights.

The Children’s Rights and Business Principles, which we were part of drafting, 
are helping us to go even further. We are using the principles to look at every 
aspect of our business, and we are undergoing an assessment of our progress 
against the principles. 

But we realise that we can’t do it alone. That’s why we have involved key 
stakeholders from inside and outside IKEA, such as Save the Children, to help 
prioritise the actions we can take across the entire value chain and in our own 
operations. And we also want to involve all of our co-workers, encouraging 
them to see the relevance of children’s rights in their own work so that together 
we can make a greater impact. 

Businesses, big and small, will find the principles an invaluable tool for  
developing a more structured approach to securing children’s rights. Although 
the task can be challenging, it’s critical that more and more businesses recognise 
that protecting children’s rights is an important part of building a strong, 
sustainable business.

Steve Howard 
Chief Sustainability Officer, IKEA Group

SUPPORTING CHILDREN’S 
RIGHTS IS EVERYONE’S 
BUSINESS
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Children’s rights are an essential investment in a sustainable future. 
Safeguarding these rights helps build the strong, well-educated 
communities that are vital to creating stable, inclusive and productive 
societies. The private sector impacts children’s lives both directly and 
indirectly, and all companies in all industries – global, regional or local 
– can make a difference.

Business activity influences the daily life of children in a number of ways, 
from impoverished communities where children are held back from getting an 
education because they need to support the family with their income, to the 
marketplace where children react to marketing messages and learn about the 
world via the many products surrounding them. 

But children as stakeholders are not only objects and receivers of company 
activity, they are also actors in society today and in the future. Children 
are current consumers and future employees; they may also affect your 
business as sons and daughters of employed personnel who are stressed and 
underperforming at work because they cannot meet their obligations as parents. 
Children are also often the progressors of sustainable development, influencing 
their parents’ consumer behaviour. 

Companies that want to take part in the movement pushing sustainable 
development forward, creating the world that we together have formulated 
in the Sustainable Development Goals and Agenda 2030, need to safeguard, 
empower and consider the opinions of those we should be creating that world 
together with. Considering children’s rights holds the possibility of enriching 
your business and easing your way into the challenges of the future.

After all, children’s rights are the ultimate definition of sustainability.

WHY CHILD RIGHTS MATTER  
TO YOUR COMPANY

CHILDREN ARE DEPRIVED  
OF ONE OR MORE SERVICES  

ESSENTIAL TO SURVIVAL  
AND DEVELOPMENT5

1 BILLION 

61 MILLION
CHINESE CHILDREN LEFT BEHIND DUE  

TO MIGRATING PARENTS LOOKING FOR WORK71. childinfo.org 2. childinfo.org 3. Marking progress against child labour - Global estimates  
and trends 2000-2012 (ILO-IPEC, 2013). 4. UNHCR Statistical Yearbook 2014. 5. childinfo.org  
6. allinschool.org 7. They are also parents (Centre for Child Rights and Corporate Social Responsibility 2014)
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2.2 BILLION
THERE ARE

CHILDREN IN THE WORLD1 

OF THE WORLD’S  
POPULATION2

1/3

OF ALL REFUGEES ARE 
CHILDREN4

51%

61 MILLION
CHINESE CHILDREN LEFT BEHIND DUE  

TO MIGRATING PARENTS LOOKING FOR WORK7

250 
MILLION 
CHILDREN CAN’T READ.  

130 MILLION OF THEM HAVE 
ATTENDED SCHOOL6

168 
MILLION
CHILDREN ARE ENGAGED  

IN CHILD LABOUR3
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Save the Children is a reliable and credible organisation that can  
offer unique competence and provide on-the-ground support for 
companies that want to take the next step in corporate responsibility 
and become an actor for children’s rights. 

We have strong relations with grassroots communities and civil society,  
but also world-leading experience in collaborating with UN agencies, donors, 
and governments. We talk to children worldwide every day which gives us 
intimate knowledge of children’s rights and needs. We are a leading force  
for implementing child rights in sustainability agendas and core business 
activities globally. 

Through pioneering work on children’s rights and business, for example  
via our centre for child rights and business in China, we now stand as a 
strategic and accomplished actor in understanding what children’s rights 
mean in an everyday business context. Drawing from these experiences, 
and the unsurpassed local knowledge offered by Save the Children’s local 
offices worldwide, a global structure is now ready to give your company a 
comprehensive service. Be it globally, regionally or locally, partnering with  
Save the Children helps you develop sustainability solutions good for business, 
good for development – and good for children.

WHY WORK WITH  
SAVE THE CHILDREN

The added value with the toolkit we developed  
together is that you have Save the Children’s child  
rights expertise combined with Accenture’s business  
and industry experience. It is a very action oriented 
set of tools, enabling you to implement fundamental 
principles in your company’s business operations.”

Fredrik Nilzén Global Manager Corporate Citizenship, Accenture, Stockholm
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Save the Children is in a unique position to help you implement  
your sustainability agenda relating to children and to be your advisor 
with unrivalled expertise in localities around the world. We guide 
your company through the process of looking at your value chain, 
your policies, and your practices to find out where your activity 
affects children. This results in a concrete action plan in prioritised 
parts of your business, ensuring the implementation of a child rights 
perspective in your long term business model. 

We always develop tailor-made agreements and processes, drawing from our 
various tools to put the Children’s Rights and Business Principles (CRBP) into 
practice. Our assessment model was developed together with our global partner 
Accenture. The model walks you through a process of helping your organisation 
understand, respect and commit to children’s rights, paralleled with policy 
reviews, online self-assessment, interviews and workshops with key staff. With 
your knowledge of your business context, and our understanding of children’s 
rights and business, we map out what child rights mean across your value chain. 

Given the unique nature and context of every sector and every business, the 
next step differs from company to company. The results of the assessment will 
help you prioritize and formalize the action plan, and Save the Children is ready 
to support with contextual knowledge from our regional centres and local 
offices. Drawing from our experience, we have developed trainings to maximise 
scale and impact, and we provide tools such as e-learning systems for staff and 
suppliers; support packages for migrant parents, young workers, and child labour 
remediation; and support with other types of change management. We can also 
help with monitoring and evaluation of the actions you’ve decided to take.

Save the Children can support you all the way through the change, however 
large or small, towards being a more child friendly company - and help you reap 
the benefits of your engagement with children.

To date, companies in a variety of sectors, such as IKEA, Clas Ohlson,  
TOP-TOY and Safaricom, have been supported around the world.

CHILDREN’S RIGHTS  
IN PRACTICE – OUR  
SERVICE OFFERINGS 

Raise awareness  
and engage 

Help to understand,  
respect and commit 

Define pro-active  
and re-active actions 

GETTING STARTED – PUTTING  

THE PRINCIPLES IN TO PRACTICE

Integrate, evaluate and 
redefine actions
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Developed jointly by the UN Global Compact, Save the Children 
and UNICEF, the Children’s Rights and Business Principles (CRBP) 
are the first comprehensive guidelines on what businesses can do in 
the workplace, marketplace and community to respect and support 
children’s rights. 

Building on the corporate responsibility to respect human rights which is 
described in the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, the 
purpose of the guidelines is to help companies - big and small, global and local – 
to understand their core business through a children’s rights lens to find ways  
to improve the lives of children.

The first principle calls on businesses to respect children’s rights and commit 
to supporting the human rights of children. This principle is overarching and 
outlines two distinct responsibilities for businesses.

First, the principle addresses actions that a business should undertake to respect 
and uphold children’s rights. Simply put, businesses should take action to prevent 
violations of children’s rights and avoid actions that negatively impact the lives 
and rights of children.

Secondly, the principle calls on businesses to support children’s rights by actively 
promoting, advancing and safeguarding the rights of children. In this way, 
businesses can be a positive force for children and their rights.

CHILDREN’S RIGHTS AND 
BUSINESS PRINCIPLES

Below: A boy is assisted with 
homework at a company run day 
care facility in China. 

Left: Meal time at a coffee 
plantation crèche in Kenya. The 
company provides free day care 
for all employees.
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01  Principle 1 calls upon all business to meet their responsibility to respect 
children’s rights and commit to supporting the human rights of children.

Principles connected to the workplace

02  All business should contribute to the elimination of child labour,  
including in all business activities and business relationships. 

03  All business should provide decent work for young workers,  
parents and caregivers.

04  All business should ensure the protection and safety of children  
in all business activities and facilities.

Principles connected to the marketplace

05  All business should ensure that products and services are safe,  
and seek to support children’s rights through them.

06  All business should use marketing and advertising that respect  
and support children’s rights.

Principles connected to the community and the environment 

07  All business should respect and support children’s rights in relation  
to the environment and to land acquisition and use.

08  All business should respect and support children’s rights in security 
arrangements. 

09 All business should help protect children affected by emergencies.

10  All business should reinforce community and government efforts  
to protect and fulfil children’s rights.

The principles link to 
everything you do as  
a business. They’re an  
invaluable guide for any 
company working to  
secure children’s rights,  
and unlocks many 
opportunities to improve 
children’s lives.”

Steve Howard  
Chief Sustainability Officer, IKEA Group
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We know that companies that prioritize universal 
human rights, including those of children, are setting 
the stage for long-term success.”

Lise Kingo Executive Director, United Nations Global Compact

We are in the midst of an historic time. Around the world, 
organisations and people are inspired by the adoption of the 2030 
Agenda, including the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), by  
all United Nations Member States. The SDGs lay out a path over the 
next 15 years to end extreme poverty, fight inequality and injustice, 
and protect our planet. 

In short, the SDGs clearly define the world we want – applying to all nations 
and leaving no one behind. This includes children, who are among the most 
marginalised and vulnerable members of our society. Children represent one 
third of the current global population – and 100% of our future. 

Actions by business will be essential to the success of the global goals. And 
sustainable development is good for business, creating well-educated and 
productive workforces, economic and political stability, and increased market 
potential. For all companies, the SDGs provide a global aspiration and common 
direction that can stimulate innovation and investments. It is our job to make 
sure we are engaging business the right way. 

Business has an enormous opportunity to advance the rights of children as part 
of efforts to achieve the SDGs. That’s why we are so proud to have developed 
the Children’s Rights and Business Principles in partnership with Save the Children 
and UNICEF. This comprehensive set of principles helps companies both act 
responsibly and find opportunities when it comes to children. They provide 
a framework for all businesses to better understand how they positively and 
negatively impact children’s rights in the workplace, marketplace, community 
and environment. 

PUTTING CHILDREN AT  
THE HEART OF SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT
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Acting responsibly must be the bedrock of corporate sustainability efforts.  
This means making sure that a business identifies, prevents, mitigates and 
accounts for negative impacts on society and the environment, and establishes 
a culture of integrity and compliance. Companies should uphold the same 
standards wherever they have a presence, understanding that good practices  
in one area do not make up for harm in another. Respecting human and 
children’s rights is central to business efforts to advance the SDGs. 

The Children’s Rights and Business Principles also highlight opportunities  
for business, such as supporting safe environments for civil society to operate, 
taking action to support the rule of law, and adopting inclusive business models 
that meet the needs of low-income and marginalized families and children. 
In addition to the moral imperative, we know that companies that prioritize 
universal human rights, including those of children, are setting the stage for 
long-term success. 

We have seen many examples of companies putting principles into action. 
However, much more work remains to be done. This year, I encourage more 
companies to join the UN Global Compact and to put the SDGs into motion 
by prioritizing children’s rights, and to engage with the UN and civil society 
organizations focused on children, such as our partners UNICEF and Save  
the Children who offer a wide range of practical resources in this area. 

Most importantly, we need more advocates and change agents – both in 
companies and communities. Businesses can transform their strategies and 
innovate to better serve societal needs and tap into new markets, while driving 
corporate growth and success. I urge you to step up to this challenge.

Lise Kingo  
Executive Director, United Nations Global Compact
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Save the Children established a centre for child rights and business  
in China (Centre for Child Rights and Corporate Social Responsibility, 
CCR CSR) already in 2009, pioneering advising businesses on child 
rights in their value chain. The centre’s services and expertise 
help companies with sustainability strategies and projects that 
permanently improve the lives of children, young workers and 
working migrant parents. In 2015, the centre expanded its activities 
to Myanmar, Malaysia and Bangladesh, and this experience and 
expertise serves as a model for Save the Children’s growing global 
structure of regional centres for Child Rights and Business.

CCR CSR is working with a range of international brands including Samsung 
Electronics, Disney, Starbucks and HP; but also with local Chinese companies 
and smaller brands from the Nordic region such as Clas Ohlson, ICA and  
TOP-TOY, which source many of their products from China.

Companies mostly approach CCR CSR when they are looking for ways to 
improve the working and living conditions of migrant workers; to protect and 
support juvenile workers; and to take a best practice approach to child labour. 
For all of these issues CCR CSR uses its expertise to show companies how to 
tackle these challenges in a sustainable and context-aware manner, seeing the 
bigger picture while always having the best interests of children in mind. 

“The Child Rights and Business Principles help us move the discussion away 
from something threatening to companies to actually presenting them with 
an opportunity where there was a problem. We can help companies to profile 
themselves both in producer and consumer countries as a company that cares 
for children,” says Ines Kaempfer, the Hong Kong-based director of CCR CSR.

CENTRE OF ATTENTION - 
CHINA AND CHILDREN’S 
RIGHTS
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Migration – impact on children and companies

The situation in China, where over 61 million children are left behind by parents 
who migrate for work in other parts of the country, has a well documented 
negative impact on both children and parents. But the full implications of are still 
not understood by many companies.

Many of the challenges companies face in their supply chains can be linked back  
to migration and children. For example, the distracted line worker who rarely 
sees his or her child; the unmotivated juvenile worker who’s treated as a 
disposable source of labour; the restless young factory worker who grew up 
without parental guidance and lacks the skills to face every day challenges; and 
the line manager whose out-dated management and communication style leads 
to conflict and misunderstandings with young workers. All these scenarios lead to 
high staff turnover, recruitment difficulties, low retention rates, frequent errors on 
the production line, low worker morale, and ultimately poorer product quality.

More and more companies realise the connection and recognise that they can be 
part of the solution to these problems and at the same time increase their profit, 
product quality and staff retention.

CCR CSR plays an important role in helping companies to better understand 
the impact of their operations on child rights, and to seize the opportunity 
of starting to work with child rights issues through trainings, workshops and 
organisational support.

Below: Workers in a factory  
in Southern China.

Left: Ines Kaempfer,  
Managing Director of CCR CSR
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Working inside ‘the race to the cheapest’

It can sometimes be frustrating to work with child rights issues. Ines Kaempfer 
has seen how factories that have made a lot of progress on worker conditions 
and rights issues find themselves priced out, simply because they were not the 
cheapest anymore. Brands stopped working with them.

“The sense among most Western or international companies is that they still 
can get it all, meaning to get the low price but also to get conditions in their 
supply chain that are acceptable,” she says.

The race to the cheapest has not ended as far as CCR CSR can see.

“That logic has not changed, so what we are trying to do is to work within  
that logic, trying to make a business case and find ways to create good 
conditions while not destroying the business relationship between the company 
and the brand.”

Changing labour market

There is a clear labour shortage in China today, something that helps CCR  
CSR in their work. Many factories struggle to get the workers that they need 
and this has changed the attitudes of many managers.

“They realise that their work force is not something that is easily replaceable. 
This is positive since it helps us make the point that it is a sound investment  
to better look after your employees and their children,” says Ines Kaempfer.

In China, most of the sustainability work so far has been done with companies 
that manufacture products for export outside China. But with the Chinese 
consumer market becoming more mature, critical and informed, Ines Kaempfer 
believes that in the next 5-10 years more pressure will be applied on domestic 
production and child rights will become an issue for the Chinese consumer  
as well. 

“We do see more and more that consumers play an important role,  
there are more values out there than just the lowest price, there are more 
reasons why people buy things. Consumers also value quality, sustainability  
and responsibility.”

The Child Rights and 
Business Principles help 
us move the discussion 
away from something 
threatening to companies 
to something creating 
great opportunities to 
promote child rights 
simply through the way 
they do business”

Ines Kaempfer  
Executive Director CCR CSR



Working with the Children’s Rights and  
Business principles is something that I  
think is clearly also good for your financials,  
it adds value to your core business.”

Klas Balkow President and CEO, Clas Ohlson, Insjön
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Clas Ohlson is a leading modern home and hardware retailer in 
Sweden with over 200 stores in five countries. Almost 70% of their 
products are manufactured in Asia. Save the Children has supported 
Clas Ohlson with a child rights focused assessment of their entire value 
chain and continues to offer on-site support to factories in China.

When the Children’s Rights and Business Principles were launched, Clas 
Ohlson, a leading Swedish home and hardware retailer, decided to make a full 
assessment using the principles to identify how they affected children in their 
business operations. Combined with strategic efforts in the supply chain in 
China, this has led to Clas Ohlson now being a strong public advocate for the 
Children’s Rights and Business Principles and the value of what cooperation  
with Save the Children can achieve.

“Working with children’s rights is a natural extension of our intense focus on 
high environmental and social standards in our supply chain,” says Klas Balkow, 
CEO of Clas Ohlson. “The cooperation with Save the Children is long-term  
and very valuable to us.”

Clas Ohlson is a company with almost $1 billion in revenue and 76 million 
customers in five northern European countries. Almost 70% of their products  
are manufactured in Asia. Save the Children’s child rights focused assessment  
of their entire value chain focused not primarily on child labour issues, but on  
the situation of the many Chinese workers who migrate for employment and 
leave their children behind.

“Our focus issue when working with Save the Children is in the migrant 
worker situation, and there we can really have influence together with other 
companies,” Klas Balkow says.

In 2014 Clas Ohlson joined Disney, HP and ICA to found the WeSupport 
project together with CCR CSR (Save the Children’s centre for child rights and 
business). WeSupport is a combined training and networking platform that was 
created to respond to the needs of workers and to minimize potential risks 
to factory operations. WeSupport aims to engage management and workers 
through in-factory trainings and innovative tool development to assist in child 
labour prevention and remediation, to engage young workers, to strengthen 
management and to offer parental guidance to migrant parents.

Clas Ohlson has also been working with CCR CSR on a three-year project to 
support two community centres in industrial zones in China. Working closely 
with factories and local schools, it is expected that at least 300 children of 
migrant workers and 1,000 migrant parents will be reached with education, 
recreation, health and social integration services.

CLAS 
OHLSON

We have created a  
very strong cooperation 
with Save the Children, 
where we get a lot  
of good guidance and 
support – not only in 
cooperation with factories, 
but also in the way we 
look at children from  
a holistic perspective.

Klas Balkow 
President and CEO, Clas Ohlson, Insjön
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Dongguan Concord Pottery makes ceramic cups and other items 
for a leading coffee shop brand. The factory has worked with CCR 
CSR (Save the Children’s centre for child rights and business) since 
2013 to improve the situation for their workers who are parents. The 
partnership has meant quick and tangible improvements, not only 
for workers and their children, but also in terms of increased staff 
retention and lower costs for the factory itself.

Dongguan Concord Pottery employ around 3,000 people at their factory in 
southern China. As a direct result of training by CCR CSR for migrant workers 
who are being hundreds of miles away from their children for years on end, a 
day care centre was started at Concord Pottery. With long term support from 
the brand which the factory manufactures ceramics for, it was possible for Lake 
Law, the Head of Corporate Social Responsibility to convince the owners to 
invest in children.

“We are a ceramics factory, we don’t know how to run a day care centre, so we 
had a lot of help from CCR CSR when we got started. We are also a for-profit 
company and the day care centre makes business sense too,” Law says. 

There is a striking labour shortage in Southern China, and recruitment is a 
constant worry for most factories. But after the news of Concord’s nursery 
spread, recruitment got easier.

“It was quite a sight, I opened up the gates when we started recruiting again 
after New Year, and there was a long queue outside,” Law says. “That hasn’t 
happened in years.”

DONGGUAN 
CONCORD 
POTTERY

The CCR CSR training gave us many ideas.  
Why can’t we bring children here to live with their 
parents instead of them being far away from each 
other? The training helped us a lot, to understand  
the problems and to see the possibilities.”

Lake Law Head of Corporate Social Responsibility, Dongguan
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“The day care centre makes sense financially. It is hard to put an exact dollar 
value to it perhaps, but with workers’ happiness, better retention rates and  
ease of recruitment, we feel it is worth it. And it is also the right thing to do.”

In China more than 61 million children are left at home with relatives when 
parents migrate for work. Most of the workers at Dongguan Concord Potter 
come from far away.

“They have no access to services here for their children, so they leave them 
at home,” Lake Law says. “The strain on parents working far away from their 
children, and on the children also, is high. It is not easy. Now we encourage 
parents to bring their children. We have converted some of the factory 
dormitories to accommodate families. It makes sense, we need skilled  
workers, we need workers to stay. And training new workers cost money.

Right: Mould making at the 
Dongguan Concord Pottery 
factory in Southern China.

Below: A worker takes care  
of ready mugs outside one  
of the ovens in the factory.
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Save the Children is helping the largest telecommunications company 
in East Africa to identify children’s rights issues in their business, and 
to set up monitoring and evaluation to support them further as well as 
keeping them accountable. 

Safaricom is one of the leading mobile operators in Kenya with over 23 million 
customers and almost 4500 employees. Save the Children’s Centre for Child 
Rights and Business are supporting them to implement the Children’s Rights  
and Business Principles throughout the company. 

Safaricom has worked with rights issues and children for several years, and  
the Children’s Rights and Business Principles (CRBP) provided a new structure 
and tools to enable them to embed the notion throughout the organisation.

In 2015, Save the Children facilitated an impact assessment based on the CRBP 
throughout the company. All key departments participated and a number of 
ways forward were identified, including specialized workshops on marketing; 
child protection on the internet; and staff in their role as parents.

“What we did was to map the principles to our business areas and then  
made them real and relevant to what we do in our everyday work,” says Sanda 
Ojiambo, Head of Corporate Responsibility at Safaricom. “Once you break it 
down and make it relevant to your business and what you do, it is actually very 
simple. It is almost intuitive.”

SAFARICOM

We must move away from children’s rights and 
rights issues sitting in separate foundations or the 
philanthropic part of organisations, and have it really 
deeply embedded in everything we do, whether it’s 
advertising, products and services or procurement.”

Bob Collymore CEO Safaricom, Nairobi
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“Using the CRBP this way, we have been able to identify issues in our supply  
chain that matter; we have been able to look at ethical marketing and advertising; 
and we have been looking at a more supportive employee environment.”

Today the children’s rights work is well understood across the business. Every 
division has one or more child rights champions among the staff, who are 
integrating and keeping track of progress on the CRBPs as well as gathering 
new ideas from staff to improve the work further.

Safaricom also plays an active role as a champion of the CRBP, sharing their 
experience and encouraging other companies to commit to children’s rights. 

Bob Collymore, CEO of Safaricom, who is also a member of the UN Global 
Compact Board, is passionate about the importance of children’s rights in 
business:

“A lot of people say that issues around rights are for governments and rights 
based organisations, but I’m a firm believer in the role of the private sector in 
addressing a whole raft of issues. We employ more people than anyone else,  
we generate more wealth than anyone else, and if we do that, we do then have 
not just the obligation to do it, but the capacity for doing it.”

The Jambo call centre in Nairobi 
deals with almost all customer 
communication for Safaricom.

It is important that corporates and other 
organisations get support to understand the 
framework and see how they can break this down 
into practical actions in their organisations. We 
worked with Save the Children to do this, as well as 
to keep us accountable as we continue to implement 
the Children’s Rights and Business Principles.”

Sanda Ojiambo Head of Corporate Responsibility, Safaricom, Nairobi
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Following a public scandal of child labour in their supply chain,  
Stora Enso worked with Save the Children to review their 
sustainability processes and train employees on children’s rights 
and business principles. Stora Enso is a leading forest, paper and 
packaging company with over 27,000 employees.

Stora Enso is an international company that provides renewable solutions  
in packaging, biomaterials, wood and paper, traditionally based in the Nordic 
region but now also expanding into new markets. Moving into less developed 
markets and working with suppliers means new challenges for the company 
in terms of children’s rights. A tight collaboration with Save the Children on 
production sites and at head office level means a greater chance of success. 

Child labour found in Stora Enso’s Pakistani supply chain created a media 
backlash for the company in 2014. As one response to the issues that surfaced, 
Stora Enso started working with Save the Children. The first step was a 
thorough assessment of Stora Enso’s policies from a children’s rights perspective, 
during which Save the Children made recommendations on how to improve 
various company policies.

“It is not only about child labour, it’s also about safety and working conditions; 
making sure that employees who are parents can take care of their children,” 
says Karl-Henrik Sundström, CEO of Stora Enso.

“For me learning the ten Children’s Rights and Business Principles was  
eye-opening: you realise how comprehensive they are and how many ways 
business and children’s rights are interrelated.”

STORA 
ENSO

Save the Children has a credible track record  
and a global network - we found that they were  
the right partner for us.”

Karl-Henrik Sundström CEO Stora Enso, Stockholm
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Following the policy assessments, CCR CSR (Save the Children’s centre for  
child rights and business) organised a range of Child Rights workshops with 
members of executive and division management as well as employees from  
key functions. Nearly 600 employees have now been trained in workshops  
and online, in Europe, Latin America, and in China. 

The workshops and tailor-made e-learning courses highlight what children’s 
rights could mean for Stora Enso and for an individual employee’s work. The 
goal is to give participants a new pair of glasses to look at the world with. 

In addition, Stora Enso has started to develop the child rights work in their 
operations in Guangxi, China. This work includes improved child protection 
procedures and training local operational staff to support contracted forestry 
workers and their children. 

Right: Traditionally Stora Enso 
worked with wood and paper in 
the Nordic region.

Below: Modern renewable 
packaging materials are some  
of Stora Enso’s products. 
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Swedbank Robur is one of the largest asset managers in Scandinavia 
and the Baltic region and has worked with Save the Children since 
2009. As an owner and investor Swedbank Robur can influence 
companies to take child rights into account. 

Swedbank Robur is the third largest asset manager in Sweden with combined 
assets of over €100 billion. Since 2002, the company’s portfolio has included 
sustainability funds that take social issues and human rights into account. As 
an owner they expect their companies to work with child rights and they have 
collaborated with Save the Children since 2009.

“We have an ownership policy which states that we expect the companies  
to handle the relevant sustainability risks in their businesses to be competitive  
in the long run. And for many companies human rights and children’s rights  
are central,” says Anna Nilsson, Head of Sustainability at Swedbank Robur.

Swedbank Robur believes that they have a special responsibility as a large  
owner on the Swedish stock exchange.

“Children are vulnerable stakeholders that companies often only have indirect 
links to. At a first glance it is not obvious for some companies that child rights 
are relevant for them. We want companies to make children´s rights a part of 
their business risk analysis,” Anna Nilsson says.

Save the Children has supported Swedbank Robur through policy development 
and seminars. Swedbank Robur is a vocal advocate for the Children’s Rights and 
Business Principles.

In 2014, Accenture and Save the Children conducted a study together with 
Swedbank of the 100 largest Swedish listed companies. The study has been used 
to raise awareness of the importance of the child rights perspective for all types 
of companies.

“The study showed that Swedish listed companies believe that they have  
a greater pressure from the investor side and the owner side to work with 
children’s rights than they experienced from the media and consumers. The 
study also showed that Swedish companies still work with children’s rights  
in a reactive rather than a proactive way,” Anna Nilsson says.

SWEDBANK 
ROBUR

What companies need is help to focus on what issues 
are important and relevant to their business. So both 
the principles themselves and the toolkit that Save the 
Children has developed really make the world easier  
for a company and not more difficult.”

Anna Nilsson Head of Sustainability, Swedbank Robur, Stockholm
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Save the Children is helping the leading Nordic toy and children’s 
products retailer to assess all their impact on children, from supplier 
to toy store. 

As a leading retailer of toys and products for children in the Nordic region, 
TOP-TOY has had a strong human rights and child focus in their sustainability 
agenda for several years. The company has been highly committed to the 
Children’s Rights and Business Principles since their launch, and specifically 
highlights the principles in their policies.

In 2014, TOP-TOY engaged Save the Children to support them in facilitating 
a child rights impact assessment and has since started to address product 
segments and marketing, as well as a number of child rights issues in their  
supply chain for which they are engaging with CCR CSR (Save the Children’s 
centre for child rights and business).

“For us as a toy company the Children’s Rights and Business Principles came  
at a perfect time, and were a perfect match – now we did not have to pay  
a consultant to develop a framework that related to children. It was all there,” 
says Christoffer Falkman, Sustainability Specialist at TOP-TOY.

“The strength of the Children’s Rights and Business Principles is that, even 
though it is complicated, they boil the issue down to a fairly concrete level.”

TOP-TOY has been a strong advocate for children’s rights in numerous 
corporate sustainability events and other platforms where sustainability  
is discussed. 

TOP-TOY

I think for everyone that reads the Children’s Rights 
and Business Principles it will become evident what 
they mean to your organisation. When you look at 
them they’re wonderfully simple and straightforward.”

Christoffer Falkman Sustainability Specialist, TOP-TOY A/S, Copenhagen
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Save the Children has been working together with Samsung Electronics 
China to set up ambitious policies on child labour prevention and 
training all managers in China on children’s rights and how to 
practically approach issues specifically relating to young workers.

Samsung Electronics is one of the largest information technology companies 
in the world, with hundreds of thousands of people employed directly and 
indirectly across the globe.

Samsung released a Child Labour Prohibition Policy in China in 2014, which  
was developed in close collaboration with Save the Children’s centre for 
children’s rights – CCR CSR. The new policy is used both in-house and with  
all of Samsung’s suppliers.

Frank Du, vice president and in charge of Human Resources at Samsung  
in China, is firm when he speaks about the company’s dedication to children  
and their rights. He is aware of the issues and difficulties facing a company  
of Samsung’s size with a complicated and large supply chain. Making sure 
suppliers comply with policies is notoriously difficult.

“Suppliers may have a different view at the beginning, but we have a policy,  
a rigid policy, there is no argument. No room for argument.”

Samsung now conducts random audits of it’s suppliers as part of the new policy. 
Every supplier can expect to be checked at least four times in a year. The 
program is considered a powerful and effective way to deal with child labour 
and other compliance issues.

CCR CSR is continuously involved in training all of Samsung’s mangers in China 
on children’s rights and labour law.

The policy goes beyond detailing preventative measures for child labour  
and also addresses measures to protect juvenile and student workers – a group 
that comes with high risks and special legal protection but is high in demand.

“We worked on this new child labour policy together with CCR CSR. And we 
have had trainings and internal processes to make sure all the products, from 
design to delivery to the market, follow these policies. We have a lot of capacity 
in the company, but the support from an external consultant was absolutely 
essential,” Frank Du says.

SAMSUNG 
ELECTRONICS

To be in business is not only making profit, we also 
have the obligation to contribute to society. And our 
products have a big impact on children.”

Frank Du Vice president, Human Resources, Samsung Electronics China, Beijing
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In New York in January 2009, I sat down for a coffee with George  
Kell, at the time Executive Director of the UN Global Compact.  
The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights were about 
to be launched, and we got into a conversation about what this might 
mean for children. Although the Guiding Principles did not specifically 
discuss children’s rights, I felt that such an important milestone  
in corporate responsibility gave us an opportunity to make a real 
change for children. 

Together Save the Children, UN Global Compact and UNICEF developed the 
idea of a set of principles specifically focused on children’s rights, a companion 
to the Guiding Principles that could transform the way business looks at its 
interactions with children. And so the Children’s Rights and Business Principles 
were born. 

This is not just a niche issue. The launch of the Sustainable Development Goals 
and the Agenda 2030, where all actors in society are expected to contribute  
to creating a sustainable future, has given us a much clearer picture of what that 
world will look like. And now it is time to place at the centre of that future those 
to whom it matters most – children. 

BUSINESS CAN MAKE A REAL 
CHANGE FOR CHILDREN

With the best interests of the child in mind,  
we now have the ability to bring child rights into  
a corporate environment, providing tailor-made  
support and solutions.

Elisabeth Dahlin CEO Save the Children Sweden
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With great satisfaction I have noted how CEOs and corporate leaders have 
moved on from simply understanding why rights and development should 
be a corporate concern, to acting to advance the agenda and even in some 
cases putting pressure on states to achieve real change for people and the 
environment. But many companies still view social responsibility as a voluntary 
add-on rather than a core part of doing good business – and children still feel 
negative impacts of corporate activity worldwide.

Businesses have shown that they can be a true change agent for children.  
The Children’s Rights and Business Principles, is a starting point to take on that 
potential, creating the best possible impact on children and their rights worldwide.

Since its launch in 2012, the Children’s Rights and Business Principles has  
been used by companies in many sectors and geographical settings. From  
the establishment of our first centre for Child Rights and Business in China in 
2009, Save the Children has supported corporates with on-the-ground solutions 
to real challenges – be it in factories, farms, marketing departments or at 
managerial level. It is with great pride I look upon this pioneering work, all the 
positive feedback given to us from corporates and the change it has made for 
children world-wide. With confidence, Save the Children is now expanding this 
work, allowing us to catch the momentum and possibility George Kell and I saw 
in front of us on that January day. 

With the best interests of the child in mind, we now have the ability to bring 
child rights into any corporate environment, providing tailor-made support and 
solutions. This is good for business and good for children. The Children’s Rights 
and Business Principles adds strength to the Sustainable Development Goals 
with what we believe is the ultimate definition of sustainability. 

Elisabeth Dahlin 
CEO Save the Children Sweden
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For more information on how  
your company can work with  
Save the Children please contact
crb@savethechildren.se

Save the Children is in a unique position to help you implement 
your sustainability agenda relating to children, and to be your 
advisor with unrivalled expertise in localities around the world. 
We hold unique experience to guide your company through the 
process of looking at your value chain and practices to find out 
how your activity affects children. This results in concrete and 
sustainable actions, going beyond philanthropy and ensuring the 
implementation of a child rights perspective in your long term 
business model easing your way into the challenges of the future.

crb.savethechildren.se


